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President Approves $410 Million for Soviet Aid
verything he does
he is able to President Bush signed into law a bill providing the former Soviet Union
Is in his life with with $410 million in U.S. assistance and underwriting billions of dollars in
:e Harrison said, international aid. The measure also provides assistance for the destruction
worked hard for of nuclear weapons in Russia and other former Soviet states and for the
especially on the conversion of military facilities for peaceful use.
a leader and nota The bill authorizes $410 million in direct U.S. assistance for
s others not by an humanitarian purposes, improvement of the food-distributing system.
at by his superior Health programs, civilian nuclear-reactor safety and environmental
problems. It also endorses a $12 billion increase in the U.S. contribution to
the International Monetary Fund.

UOP students show their spirit at the Washington game.

Reported Crime in U.S. Decreases
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The amount of crime reported to police declined two percent in the first
half of 1992 compared to the same period of the previous year, the FBI
reported earlier this week. Some criminal justice experts expressed surprise

dropped three percent.

SBPA Presents
Its First
Speaker Series

Gunmen Kill 20 in Tribal Ceremony in South Africa

Kristin Roelofs

it the drop, particularly the decrease in the number of murders.
In contrast, the number of reported rapes increased in the FBI survey,
home experts suggested that women, in the wake of the Anita Hill-Clarence
dramas sexual harassment case, may be more willing to report rapes,
iolent crimes reported to law enforcement agencies increased three
scent compared with the same period last year, while property crime

Men with automatic rifles attacked a crowd attending a tribal ceremony
dice reported on Sunday that at least 20 people were killed. The attack
burred Saturday night in Folweni township.
The township has been the scene of frequent clashes betv*een ie
supporters of the African National Congress and the Inkatha freedom
but the victims' affiliations were not immediately known.
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Approximately 15 men arrived at the ceremony anc
77 npnnie
four women and two children. The police reported that 27 people

l4*en,

Were injured.

Researchers Say Congress Acts Improperly
.
federal government's top scientists are protesting .wanttoon
^ Congress to bypass medical researchers and approve $20 mdhon for
u,ttan

trials of an experimental AIDS vaccine, ans a""
^mble a panel of leading AIDS experts to decide wheth

expanded
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of the vaccine, GP-160, should go forward.
.
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Primary issue. Preliminary tests suggest that l
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he School of Business and
Public Administration (SBPA)
began its first Pacific Business
Forum speaker series by presenting
U.S. Trade Representative Carla A.
Hills last Tuesday in Long Theatre.
"We had two target audiences, those
involved directly with UOP and
those
in
the
agricultural
community," said Dean of SBPA,
Mark Plovnick, who was in charge of
the event.
The North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), the topic of the
discussion, makes sense in economic
principle, but there are a lot of other
factors involved, said Plovnick.
Concerns in the community,
according to Plovnick, will be both
long term and short term, but that is
something that will be determined
crop by crop.
SBPA Professor, Cynthia Wagner,
felt that Hills presented a strong case.
"I would have liked to have heard
more about the retraining program,"
said Wagner. "With the time limit
rhere really wasn t a chance to hear
the details that really could have
helped us understand more about
the agreement."
Wagner teaches a range of classes
which include international business.
"This agreement, if enacted," she
said, "will have a tremendous effect
on the world economy."
The experience that Hills's
presentation provided, according to
(See Series, Page 2)

U.S. Trade Representative and Bush
Cabinet Member Carla A. Hills
commended the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) before
UOP students, faculty, staff and
community members in Long Theatre
last week. Ambassador Hills, the first
of five high-profile speakers in the
Pacific Business Forum speaker series
sponsored by the School of Business
and Public Administration, has been
the primary negotiator for the trade
agreement and has been actively
involved with the NAFTA from the
beginning.
The agreement, according to Hills,
would allow for reduction, if not
elimination, of tariffs and non-tariffs.
This would benefit small and
medium-sized U.S. businesses who
normally face many restrictions, said
Hills. If ratified by Congress, the

NAFTA will unite the United States,
Canada and Mexico together as
trading partners in a tariff-free block.
Hills stated that the agreement will
encourage economic growth at home
and in Mexico. "As Mexico grows it
becomes a better customer for U.S.
exports," she said. "Mexico spends 70
cents of every trade dollar buying
American goods and services. Our
goal is to have stronger, more stable
neighbors."
Once enacted, the NAFTA will
create an economic output of $60
billion and more than 1 million jobs
by exporting to Mexico if the
agreement passes, said Hills. "The
agreement is different from other
trade agreements in that it will
provide a world-wide protection and
a comprehensive worker-training
program," she said.
During her discussion, Hills
praised her "Boss", George Bush for
his outstanding efforts in broadening
(See Hills, Page 2)

Democratic Hopeful Promises to Produce
Monica Yadegar
News Editor

T

o work in a position that
utilizes and challenges his
abilities and contributes to a
better society and economy has
been the governing force behind all
the endeavors of Democratic
hopeful for the 17th district
assembly seat, Mike Machado. It is
the same driving force that has
compelled Ma^.xado to run for
political office against incumbent
State Assemblyman P .an Andal. "I
feel this district ^.as not been
properly represented," Machado
said. "The incumbent has
constantly voted 'no' and that is
easy to do. But, it is difficult to
work for a solution."
According to the Democratic
hopeful, current legislative practices
allow for non-productive work. "In
government all you have to tell the
voters is how hard you tried,"
Machado said, "and why it's
someone else's fault that you failed."
Machado, who has been the Vice
President and General Manager of
P&M Farms in Linden, Calif., since
1974, said there is no room for
passing the buck in his business.
'I'm a family farmer and in our
business there's accountability," he
said. "If we don't produce, we go
broke. It's that simple. So we watch
our costs, work hard and get things
done."
It is this inability to produce that
has convinced Machado that the
Republican incumbent is no longer
suitable for the position. "This year,
I've challenged Assemblyman Andal
because he hasn't produced," he
said. "Nothing on health care.

Nothing on jobs. Nothing on
education. In fact, Assemblyman
Andal hasn't authored any one new
law on any subject."
However, what Andal has
produced during his term in office
has further muddled the state of the
economy for California, Machado
said. "California went through
almost 70 days without leadership or
a budget," he said. During the budget

crisis of the state, according to
Machado, Assemblyman Andal
voted against the proposed budget
because the cuts were not deep
enough; he then voted no because
the budget cuts were too drastic.
"The net result of budget crisis
cost California taxpayers $200
million in interest payments as a
result of I.O.U.s and fiscal integrity,
(See Machado, Page 2)

a

Mike Machado challenges incumbent Dean Andal for State Assembly.

p^ot Bhnics GOp
For 'Dirty Tricks'

Bush Narrows Gap
In Home Stretch
Cory Bergman
Assistant News Editor

R.O.A.D. participated in Alcohol Awareness Week with information booths
in McCaffrey Center.

Fraternity Hosts Walk-A-Thon
In the spirit of Anchor
Splash, the men of Phi Delta Theta
are proud to announce their Oct. 31
walk-a-thon benefiting the United
Cerebral Palsy Association.
From 10 am till 12 noon,
participants and Phi Delts will walk a
total of ten miles for the charity. The
course will run across campus and

the levee. Money will be raised
through the method of pledges per
mile. Flat donations will be accepted
as well. The event promises to be a
good time for all, as Phi Delt and
UOP join together to help those with
cerebral palsy. Information on the
walk-a-thon can be obtained from
Kenn Orr at 956-2613.

With only days remaining until
the election, President Bush has
managed to chip away at Governor
Clinton's lead in the polls. A recent
CBS News/"New York Times" poll
showed only a five-point difference
between the two candidates, with
Clinton receiving 40 percent and
Bush following at 35 percent.
According to a CNN/"Time
Magazine" poll, Bush has moved to
within eight points of Clinton.
Analysts are crediting the
narrowing gap toTexan billionaire
Ross Perot who, boosted by his
debate performance and a constant
barrage of 30-minute network
commercials, is snatching away the
less-dedicated Clinton voters. Perot
continues to edge upward in the
polls- as high as 22 percent in a

the nation's economic involvement
globally. "The President's credo has
been to 'go beyond this hemisphere'
and it is also mine," she said. "We
have been the trade motor of
economic growth since World War
II. We can't put our heads in the sand
like we did in the '40s and '50s."
On a purely political note, Hills
also reminded the audience that
America will be going to the polls
shortly. "There is only one clear
candidate who spoke in favor of the
NAFTA," she said, "and that is the
President."
Although questions were raised in
opposition of the agreement by a
sometimes hostile crowd regarding
the issue of corporations leaving the
country for Mexico for cheaper labor
costs, Hills responded by stating that
they were "wrong." "There is nothing
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Damarise Contreras
Staff Writer

The Hmong culture was featured
last Thursday as part of the UOP: A
Rainbow of Cultures series sponsored
by the Office of International Services
and UPBEAT. UOP students, faculty

in the NAFTA that will cause more
companies to move (to Mexico),
Hills said. "But there is a lot in the
agreement to cause companies to
stay."
U.S. manufacturing workers,
according to Hills, are five times
more productive than those in
Mexico, and U.S. agricultural
workers are 25 percent more
efficient, which counterbalances
cheaper pay rates in Mexico.
In addition to discussing the
agreement, Hills also touched on
foreign trade matters with Japan
and China. "Trade is contributing
to about 70% of the economy and
therefore, trade is very important,"
said Hills.
On the issue of China, Hills
stressed the importance of open
relations to help U.S. entrepreneurs.
After a tough past year of

Resolution to Ban Wet
Rush Passed by COPA
Justin Levy
Staff Writer
During a College of the Pacific Association's (COPA) meeting held last
week, a resolution was passed that could ban wet fraternity rush from the
campus Greek system. If accepted by the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC),
this resolution would prohibit fraternity rush functions that included the
"dispensing and consumption of alcohol by brothers or rushees during
scheduled rush events."
Although the resolution would minimize the possibility of liability
claims made on the University, the main objective of the resolution was
based on academics. The primary reason that led to the majority vote for
the resolution, according to COPA, was possible adverse effects a wet rush
might have on a student's scholastic performance.
In the past, rush was a five week process due weekend rush functions
that included liquor. Consequently, students would forgo studies for five
weeks as opposed to a two or three week dry rush period, said COPA
According to the resolution to end wet fraternity rush, student
performance in the Spring would improve due to "better class attendance,
increased study time and less time rushing" since the rush period would
consist of only three weeks as opposed to the previous five. COPA consists
of COP students as well as faculty members from its different departments.

negotiations, the U.S. and China
reached an agreement that will open
a market to as many as one-billion
consumers. "We already see a
difference because China was
beginning to be a capital of
counterfeiting and piracy," said Hills.
"This agreement will be felt in the
90's and beyond."
Hills briefly addressed the
improvements the nation is making
with Japan. Today, they represent
America's second largest trading
partner and first in agricultural
goods. With better trading polices
with Japan, the U.S. has already
enjoyed over a $100 billion of new
competitive opportunities, said Hills.
The U.S. is also in the process of
building stronger trade relations
across the Pacific Ocean with six
Southeast Asian nations of Malaysia,
Indonesia, Singapore, Philippines,
and Burma. These relations "allow
us to make sure the trade barriers are
not raised, but rather lowered," said
Hills.
Following the event, Hills was
presented with a- Certificate of
Recognition in appreciation of her
work by Stockton Mayor and high
school classmate, Joan Darrah.

,

and staff were provided with a
mm the cultural
z-nltnml background
glimpse into
80f the Hmong through a slide show
and student presentations in the
McCaffrey Center during Pacific
Hour and in the evening in the
Bechtel International Center.
Senior Lue Her, President of the
Hmong Student Association, shared
his feelings on the struggle his peers
experience as they try to acculturate
themselves to America and at the
same time preserve their cultural
traditions. "A lot of times when you
ask a younger generation about
Hmong culture, they don't know,"

„ coirl
., "Cnmetirnes
"Sometimes I wonder, after
Her said.
wiu tfie
the older genera
»
generation is g
Hmong-lturc
The slide show, narrated by junior
Tou Moua, depicted the history of the
Hmong from the first Laotian
settlements through the Vietnam War
and the eventual relocation to the
West. "We sought a place where
people are free and can live in peace,
Moua said. "We are grateful to
America for the opportunity to leave
the oppressive refugee camps and to
try to build new lives. We hope you
understand that it takes a while to
adjust to a different lifestyle."

(See Hmong, Page 12)

Machado
(Continued From Page 1)

which is an indirect tax to the people
of this state," Machado said. "The key
factor to this problem was inaction on
the part of the legislature and
Assemblyman Andal. The monies lost
from this inaction could have been
used for education, health care and
other programs that could have
benefited the state.'"
Andal, also during the budget
crisis, attempted to raise the salaries
of "every top bureaucrat by an
average of 16 percent," Machado said,
"boosting them to over $100,000
while legislature was asking state
employees to take wage cuts."
Part of Machado's platform evolves
around promoting a partnership
between education and businesses for
equipment and resources. Once these
partnerships
according
to
t-—
r are formed, —
o~
Machado, then other problems, such

Correction:
In the article titled, "Coming to America," Professor of History Ron
Limbaugh was misquoted during the soap-box speak-out as saying that
Columbus "brought capitalism, democracy and freedom as well as great
material wealth." The correct statement made by Limbaugh was that "Columbus
inaugurated a 500-year economic boom that modernized the western world."
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did not have a written language
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that time, culture and histor
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generation through storytelling
and myths."
The role of the woman in HE,
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is one that greatly benefited
the students who were present.
"Students really got a firsthand
experience in watching the audience
interact with someone who at times
presented a different view from
theirs," he said. "My advice to
students is to listen carefully,
especially with those with whom you
Plovnick,

disagree with, and pay careful
attention to the facts. Once you have
viewed the whole picture, then draw
your conclusions."
Plovnick feels that UOP is a strong
university in terms of preparing
students with or without the NAFTA
going into effect. UOP's philosophy,
Plovnick said, is one that focuses on
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Ghosts Haunt College Campuses?

N/tllcir*
Neustadt (CPS)—Music
working late in the fine arts
Pf at Nebraska Wesleyan
l^
[V have reported hearing, in a
With
^'classroom,
a piano softly
'
a co^
head °n anN ^ and a woman's voice singing
oth ,
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.dark
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eeting Jj ^at°rsli in death in 1940, stays alive
of
$£. , _ .«*.rs, said Mary Smith, a
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.

genuine phenomena.
Years later, when the buildino
where Clara had suffered a fatal heart
a tack was torn down, Smith and a
gtag group of devoted Clara Mills
fans went to the site, held hands, sang,
move to the fine
arts budding, where she allegedly has
resided ever since.

30

Nebraska Wesleyan University, like
many U.S. campuses, boasts a benign
resident ghost, often a faculty
member or student who died quickly
and tragically. With Halloween just
around the corner, a rash of sightings
is to be expected, say experts in
paranormal phenomena.

er of English who spends
£ve telling ghost stories in

1

allegedly h
"ted tf
;tdid n°tsayh7&taormitones.
leotape.
^myself have never seen her,
h's s p°kesma jts Smith, who says she is the
er
r 0f the legend" because she
called
th.
erous.
^oti campus in 1963, when Clara

Friendly campus apparitions such
as Clara Mills usually have earned a
certain affection from the student
body, and whether making a
Halloween appearance or not,
generally don't terrorize students.
At Rollins College in Winter Park,
Fla., there s Annie Russell, a goldenhaired actress who has floated, since
her death in 1935, around a small
campus theater named after her.
"I have never seen Annie," admits
Rollins philosophy professor Hoyt
Edge, who specializes in paranormal
psychology. "But there are stories that

'out*.first seen-

to the professor, a
secretary saw the image of a
ravenhaired women in a
white blouse and ankle-

-ording

CIA-

It's all

"t candle saij
d,rty-trick

s'
the race, ]is sighting was investigated by
'anted to protect ^dner Murphy, president of the
Perican University of Psychic
parch in 1964. Murphy claimed
(secretary had been transported
at in time, and had experienced a
tke

from

Vang

ask.ed Clara to

students have told me. There are
instances where they have caught
glimpses of a form. It's a sense that
someone is there, a presence."
Edge reported stories that the
elusive Annie has tampered with stage
lighting and scenery. "I guess she had
ideas about how plays should be
produced," he said.
Then there's mischievous Florence
Lee, a spirit that has haunted the Phi
Kappa
Sigma's rambling old sorority
house at St. Lawrence University in
New York's Adirondack Mountains
for well over a century.
Florence, the daughter of John
Stebbins Lee, the first president of St.
Lawrence, lived in the house as a child
until her death in 1860. Some
residents claim to have seen Florence,
in a flowing white dress, passing
through the hallways.
Mysterious door slammings and
unplugged stereos (particularly those
that play rock 'n' roll) mean Florence
is around, say sorority members. The
reports prompted a visit in 1979 by
the investigators of the infamous
Amityville horror house.
While Rosary College, River Forest,
111., doesn't boast such glamorous
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ghosts, they do claim that the
threedimensional stone faces at the
entrance of the college's Gothic social
hall were once inhabited by spirits.
School legend is that the faces, now
sanded blank, once possessed clear
features and would speak out, make
noises, and, the eyes would follow
passersby. To rid the campus of the
spirits, says the legend, the school's
nuns had a team of workman sand off
their features.
Kerry Gaynor, a California
hypnotist who has investigated 800
hauntings, said that a haunted
building on a university campus
rarely poses any dangers.
"It (the ghost) may be up to
something mischievous, but not
dangerous. We are just frightened of
something we don't understand,"
Gaynor said. "I have, however,
suggested that people move if they are
uncomfortable."
"Ghost sightings" may be far a
more complex experience than simply
glimpsing an apparition floating in
the air, according to Edge, who says
his philosophy is that of G.N.M.
Tyrrell, author of "Apparitions" and
president of the Society for Psychic
Research in London.

•thef1

people.
"For some people, taking the test
on computer will release some
tension," said Linda Trevarthen,
coordinator of testing at Michigan
State University.
The computerized version of the
GRE costs $90, double the cost of the
paperand-pencil test, bu
executive director of the GRE,
Kuh, executive
Kuh,
said ETS is trying to lower the price
F°r PrPtheWtest°

computers didn't have any problem
with this test,"
Kuh said. "This is not software
with bells and whistles."
The computer program tells how
many minutes are left in each 35minute section so test takers can pace
themselves. Like the traditional test,
there are six operational sections and
one pretest section, but on the
computer test a student can go on to
the next section without waiting.
The computer and paper versions
of the test are the same; each contains
sections that measure verbal,
quantitative and analytical abilities
The computer test also is offered
more frequently. The paper-andpencil test is offered five times a year.
Schools participating in the

fre^aTvers will be
t0
* dJ for the'eomputer test, just as
provided for the c
p
^^

computerized testing include MSU,
Arizona State University, University of
Arizona) Miami-Dade Community

^Ifterstudents contact ETS to
t they will receive a voucher for
register, they ^ t
then wiU

College, Xavier University in New
Orleans, University of Houston, and
Norfolk State University in Virginia.
About 1,200 students participated
in field trials earlier this year, and
most liked the results, Kuh said. There
were no significant differences in
results from field computer tests and
paper-and-pencil tests, she said.
The scores will be reported to
insitutions within three weeks, rather
than the four to six weeks with the
traditional test.
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By Karen Neustadt (CPS)—Twenty
cafeterias earned the dubious
distinction of serving the worst
college cuisine in the country,
according to a recent survey of 28,000
students at 245 campuses.
The survey was conducted by the
Princeton Review, a firm that offers
test preparation for the SAT, medical
and law school, for its book, "The
Student Access Guide to the Best
Colleges."
"Bring A Bag Lunch" advises the
headline over the worst grub list,
which includes the State University of
New York at Albany, the University of
Wisconsin at Madison and Rice
University. Twenty others were listed
under "Great Food."
"We are not saying the schools are
bad, we are saying that the food is
terrible. If there are schools under the
'worst food' listing, they are still the
best colleges in America," said John
Katzman, president of the Princeton
Review in New York.
The "worst food" schools listed are
SUNY Albany; Stevens Institute of
Technology, Hoboken, N.J.; Eckerd

Court Upholds
VMI Policy
RICHMOND, Va. (CPS)—A
federal appeals court upheld Virginia
Military
Institute's
all-male
admissions status, but ordered the
state to guarantee the rights of
women.
The U.S. Justice Department had
challenged VMI's policy of not
admitting women, but lost the court
case. It went to the 4th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Richmond,
which ruled that the staterun military
school's exclusion of women "is
justified by a legitimate and relevant
institutional mission."
However, the appeals court said
that women's rights must be
protected in some way. Judge Paul
Niemeyer wrote that the state could
"establish parallel institutions or
parallel programs, or it might
abandon state support of VMI,
leaving VMI the option to pursue its
own policies as a private institution."
The school contends that its
mission of producing citizen-soldiers
would be damaged if women were
allowed entrance into the school,
located in Lexington, Va.
VMI and The Citadel in
Charleston, S.C. are the only staterun, all-male schools in the country.

people surveyed were freshmen,
sophomores, juniors or seniors," said
a letter from the director of food
services at SUNY Albany.
The 20 best campus cafeterias
included Sweet Briar College in
Amherst, Va.; College of the Atlantic
in Bar Harbor, Maine; Bowdoin
College in Brunswick, Maine; Deep
Springs College in Deep Springs,
Calif.; and Cornell University in
Ithaca, N.Y.
Other listings in the Princeton
Review include "Schools Stuck in the
'60s" which was headed by Hampshire
College; "Nerd-vana" which was
topped by the California Institute of
Technology. Duke University headed
the "Happy Students" listing, and
Illinois Institute of Technology
headed the "Unhappy Students"
category.
"It is important that kids
understand that we are not the very
last word on a given college. They
should read the book, visit schools,
talk to friends. This was fun stuff
from the kids," Katzman said.

College, St. Petersburg, Fla.; New
Jersey Institute of Technology, New
College at University of South Florida
in Tampa, Fla., Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, Worcester, Mass.; Reed
College, Portland, Ore.; Vassar
College, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.; Spelman
College, Atlanta; St. Bonaventure
University, Bonaventure, N.Y.; Lake
Forest College, Lake Forest,
111..Simon's Rock of Bard College,
Great Barrington, Mass.; Rice
University, Houston, Texas; Fisk
University, Nashville, Tenn.; St.
Mary's College of Maryland, St.
John's College, Annapolis, Md.;
University of Wisconsin at Madison,
Clemson University, Clemson, S.C.;
the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst; and Oglethorpe University
in Atlanta.
Katzman admits he has "taken
some flak" for the listings from some
college officials, but in several cases,
food service directors have written to
him asking for further information.
"Could we get a copy of the survey
giving us the time of year it was done
... also, if you know whether the
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5 Where Valletta
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10 Singer Lena
14 Translucent
silica
15 Constellation
16 Lack of means
17 Deadly night
shade
19 Pleased
20 King of Persia
21 Apt to vary
23 Cargo ship
25 Plant
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29 Solar disk
31 London of
politics
34 Kitchen
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for hay
36 Narrow inlet
37 Stormy
38 — ballerina
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ANSWERS

4 In every
direction
EiBnni fifinnfi
innrnn
5 Cover girls
[nrinu noons] cinnfi
6 Came up
HFiFir^iiinsionn nnnn
7 — Yutang
HHncinB cinrmnnn
6 Very large
eibdeici
nnnn
quantities
iHREinnH nnnn nnci
9 Curse
10 Wrath
heecie
nnnnn
bbb
11 Hung.composer
cinnn nr.nnn nnnn
12 Spout of a
nnn nrinnn ncinnn
vessel
bed
nnnn nnrnnnn
13 Whirlpool
I H 3 "1 | 0|
18 Angles on
nnnPiEinR nnnrinn
branches
rnnBn nnnnnnnnnn
22 Lacoste
eibbci
nnn l ib nnnn
24 N.J. river
eeee
nnnnn nnnn
26 US biographer
27 Sp. province
26 Shape of some
39 Tailed
trousers
51 News section
41 Low voice
for short
30 Selleckand
42 Office worker
Smothers
52 - beer
45 Asseverates
54 Slender bristle
32 Forest vine
47 Fr. river
33 Got along
55 Of time
49 Kukla's friend
35 Kind of muffin
58 56
50 Maple genus
36 Easily moved
59 That girt

The 'New RepubfiomWay
Bush is not interested i ^

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

By Randy Thelen and

Editorial Was A Real Hack Job
Dear Editor:
On the Editorial page of the
October 22, 1992 Pacifican, the
editorial board of The Pacifican chose
to attack Democratic Presidential
Nominee Bill Clinton in an article
entitled, "Clinton Economics: A
Sleaze Agenda." You write that "many
of the negative attributes of this
candidate has been concealed by the
liberal media." The Pacifican is most
certainly not part of this "liberal
media." 1 object to such a strongly
partisan article in this student
publication. While I know first hand
that this editorial reflects the personal
beliefs of ultra-conservative Editorin-Chief Jeffrey Weinberg, I seriously
doubt that it reflects the attitudes of
the majority of campus community.
As a student-funded publication, it is
your responsibility to gauge student
sentiment on an issue before taking
an editorial position.
The editorial had little to do with
Clinton's economic plan and
everything to do with character
issues. You attack Clinton's character
on several points and only mention
his economic agenda by writing that
he "will lead us straight into an era of

higher taxes, more broken promises
and naturally, fewer jobs." Why did
you not choose the title, "Clinton s
Character - a hack job?" I am
compelled to defend Clinton's
candidacy from the attacks of this
publication.
The editorial praises Bush/Quayle
for discussing "family values and
admonishes Clinton for an alleged
extra-marital affair. Do you really
believe this is a critical issue? Seventy
percent of American men have extra
marital affairs. Are you willing to
ignore the allegations of Bush's
infidelities in the quest to be ultrabiased? If in fact Clinton did engage
in an extra-marital affair, I praise Bill
and Hillary Clinton for working out
their problems and staying together.
I'm sure their daughter appreciates
their hard work and devotion to
family too.
Do I think that Clinton is
unpatriotic for dodging the draft and
protesting against what he thought
was an incorrect action by the
government of the United States? No,
I respect him for standing up for his
beliefs. Do I respect Dan Quayle for
his service in the Indiana National

Guard during the Vietnam conflict?
No, I think he was dodging combat
(read: covering his ass) and protecting
his political aspirations (read:
covering his ass).
Time has
demonstrated that Clinton was right
and the United States wasted time,
money, and American lives in
Vietnam.
Does the fact that Clinton dodged
the draft make him unfit to be
Commander-in-Chief? The problem
here is the expectation that the United
States must go to war. I would prefer
a Negotiator-in-Chief who achieves
peace by discussion and consensus
rather than fire, sword and smart
bombs. If Clinton is elected, he
would command a much smaller
military force whose primary duty
would be to protect our nation rather
than be the self-appointed police of
the world.
I am sorry to see that the Editorial
Board of The Pacifican is such a
bastion of fundamental conservatism.
I urge more diversity in your board
and hope that in the future you will
better represent the opinions of the
entire campus community.

'You Should Be Ashamed'
this case, and owes the campus an
Dear Editor:
apology.
In the history of journalism,
I was appalled by the editorial in
newspapers
of earlier generations
the Pacifican of October 23. Talk
about sleaze! While it is true that an tended to be extremely partisan and
editor does not give up his or her vitriolic, but as the profession
rights to partisan opinions, and thus developed a trend toward less
is free to be a Young Republican or cutthroat editorials and more
Democrat or Libertarian or whatever, balanced coverage occurred.
Accordingly, what readers found in
nevertheless professional ethics
require that a newspaper which that ignoble editorial was an
represents a campus community not anachronistic throwback to an earlier
be used as a partisan electoral sheet. day. If the editor hopes for a career in
The editor stepped over the line of journalism, he is well advised to
professional ethics and really develop an understanding of
contemporary journalistic
journalistic practices,
practices,
demonstrated a
conflict of
demonstrated
a conflict
of interest
interest in
in contemporary

Jennifer Rollins

Sally Miller
Professor 146F
vrojessor
i«or History
nmory

Animal Research-'Terror, Fear and Death'

A Letter From The Editor:
I would like to begin this letter by
thanking those who took the time to
comment on some of the various
articles in last week's Pacifican.
Naturally, a majority of the letters
were directly related to the editorial of
last week. On that note, please allow
me to clear the air in regards to some
of the issues presented in this week's
letters.
First of all, I am sure that it is no
surprise that I am a Republican. I will
not apologize for my political
affiliation convictions. On that note,
I am not advocating that The
Pacifican become a political "electoral
sheet," as Professor Miller suggests.
Furthermore, since the beginning of
the year, The Pacifican has received
no political commentary and in an
attempt to do so, the staff assumed a
strong one-sided stance in hopes of
responses from the campus. Well, it
worked!
The editorial of last week was in
fact voted on and approved by a

majority of the editorial staff. Simply,
the editorial content presented
represents a majority of the editors on
staff. This process applies to all
editorials and has been in use for as
long as I can remember. Furthermore,
I am surprised that Professor Miller
and others did not bother to read the
editorial policy contained in the
Pacifican staff box.
On the subject of opinions, any
commentary not bearing a signature
is a representation of The Pacifican
Staff. If an opinion is signed, it
naturally only represents the
author(s).
Mr. Shultz comments that he
"seriously doubts that it reflects the
attitudes of the campus community"
and that it is our "responsibility to
gauge student sentiment on an issues
before taking an editorial position."
In this case, I could not agree more
and in fact, students on campus have
been surveyed and it seems to me as it
does to others that Pacific students
possess conservative ideals.
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us in these areas. Nor has he clearly
outlined his own goals for the future.
Thus, if Mr. Bush were really an asset,
he should have more clearly
differentiated his policies from those
of Mr. Clinton.
Mr. Bush has attacked Mr.
Clinton's character on several fronts
not least regarding his so-called
"waffling." Let's talk about the
political act of waffling. How clear is
Mr. Bush of this charge himself?
First, Mr. Bush said he would be "the
education president." Has education
been given any strong boosts under
Mr. Bush's watch? It seems as though
the only thing education has received
under his administration is cuts.
Second,
Mr. dBush
said
het would
>econa, ivir.
umi u
aiu n
v y u u m be
the environmental president."

%

Scandals ~ounded|
Reagan

there

failed on

""We've got what

have abounded

employed uy ^'7? bor estimates a
Bush's secretary of labor
of
net loss of 500,000) jobsias

and State.
Mr. Bush's attacks on Mr. Clinton
have been un-presidential. While no
Governor's record is without its
shortcomings, Mr. Bush has been
focusing not on the record but on
character. He has not addressed Mr.
Clinton's statements of objectives and
strategies regarding the economy,
jobs, the deficit, the environment,
health care, and so forth. Further,
Mr. Bush has failed to define
his
dehne how nis
„„„ four years in office have helped

standards and ethics.
Finally, it seemed no coincidence
that the issue that featuring the attack
of the Democratic Party highlighted
on the front page a large photograph
of
the
local
Republican
congressional (State Assembly)
candidate. Come on! How about
some equitable coverage in what is
not a party handout but a campus
newspaper?
The editor should be ashamed of
his misuse of his position.

Let's Clear The Air

Today, he wouUra^er drop down

whiC"

President George Herbert Walker
Bush, is a discredit to the United
States of America because ^ his
1S
environmental "policies,
obsessive and unprincipled attacks on
Democratic Presidential nominee
Governor Bill Clinton, his failure to
address the American economic
situation, his turning a blind eye to
the numerous scandals that have
developed and have come to light
under his administration, and his
servile acquiescence to an extremist
party platform which unifies Church

Christopher S. Shultz

infant monkeys from their mothers
Dear Editor:
The following represents my and scares them with electroshock,
opinion about the issue of animal isolation and live snakes. He says he is
research in the field of psychology. recreating animal conditions of
With the upcoming election I thought human day care. Among Levine's
it would be a good idea to think about findings are that infant monkeys are
this critical issue which should be less afraid when separated from their
mothers if they are with other
addressed by our next president.
Every day we read of federal, state monkeys than if they are totally alone;
and local cutbacks in education, infant monkeys fear increases as the
and
duration
of
health and social service programs. intensity
electroshocks
increases;
and
monkeys
Our leaders tell us that there is just
not enough money to go around. And are more afraid when they know an
yet, the federal government has given electroshock is coming than when an
unexpected shock is delivered to
more than $7 million to Seymour
Levine, an animal researcher at them.
The animals in Levine's lab have
Stanford University who separates
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Missing Something Important?

Dear Editor:
something to the allegation, vtt
I did not know about Bill Clinton's Clinton participated in flag burning.
have a right to know.
Now,
I'm
wondering
if
The
alleged "participating in...,flag
Or perhaps The Pacifican
Pacifican
has
a
source
that
could
burning" until reading your editorial
wrong.
Or maybe there is anot
of October 22. Wondering if I had credibly refute my four sources, in
explanation I can't think of. to
missed something important, I which case I hope you will promptly
case I eagerly await your response.
checked with the two organizations share it so I can spread the'story to
KUOP
listeners,
AP
and
NPR
before
Jack Thomas
which KUOP relies on for national
the election. To be sure, if there is
Director of News and Public Afi'
news: Associated Press(AP) and
National Public Radio(NPR).
Spokespersons at the Washington
QJ
bureaus of both organizations knew
nothing about it.
Unhrmtty oI th* focUV. Stockton. CA•»'
Figuring that if anyone would
know more it would be the BushQuayle campaign, I called their
Jeffrey Weinberg
headquarters in Washington. But
Sabine Boatright
Editor in Chief
even they said they "have no
information on that."
Geoffrey Lee, Business Manage,
Alaistair McHugh, Sports Editor
The Bush-Quayle spokesperson
Rachel Moore, Copy Editor
Scott Anderson, Photo Editor
suggested I call the Clinton-Gore
Amy Swanson, Production Manager
Matt Kolken, Distribution M«"'f
Monica Yadegar, News Editor
campaign, where spokesperson
Michelle Gillette, Jeffrey
Allison Wadga, Feature Editor
Ann Flournoy, Production Sujj
Hadley Roff said "there is no
Mike Traina, Across The Campus Editor
Tanya Fung, Secretary
Finally, in response to Mr. Thomas, substance or truth" to the charge that
Prudence Cameron, Entertainment Editor
Victoria Goff, Advisor
I must correct a statement which
appeared in the editorial in question.
The Pacifican was mistaken by stating
that Mr. Clinton engaged in flag
The Pacifican is published every Thursday, except during vacations and!'"
burning. Mr. Thomas is correct in
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express views on timely issues. While
last week's paper may have been
slanted to the right, it is important to
note that we have given equal space to
opposing issues in this issue.
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been subjected to terror, fear, pain
and often death. But they are not the
only victims. Every in need of
affordable day care, every pregnant
woman who can't afford prenatal
care, every child denied access to
Head Start and quality education is
also victim of the system that pumps
millions of dollars into huge, selfperpetuating psychological animal
research industry that Levine has
helped to create. All of us should be
concerned about stopping the
staggering amount of tax money
pumped annually into such worthless
and inhumane research.
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What's Your Jan Plan? Register Now!

"s

n°<

registration form to the Office of
Lifelong Learning, 235 Stadium
Drive, to enroll in the course(s) of
your choice. We'll help you complete
your form and buy you a cup of
coffee (best on campus).
When do I register?": Now. Travel
course deposits are due Nov. 1. The
last day to register without a late fee is
Dec. 18. But don't wait, some of the
courses have enrollment limits.
"But where would I stay?": Why
here on campus, of course. For only
$10 a night, you can stay here in the
residence halls, and for another $10,
you can get three square meals a day.
Such a deal! Please sign up for
housing and dining at the Office of
Residential Life and Housing by
December 11.
"What's the difference between a
course offered for academic units and
one offered for extension credits?":
Good question! I'm glad you asked.
Every course offered during January
offers units that appear on your
transcript and contribute toward your
degree. Academic courses are graded
A-F, and will average into your G.P.A.
Some academic courses fulfill major
requirements, some are elective.
Academic courses are marked with an
asterisk (*) below. Courses offered for
extension units are graded Pass-NC,
are electives and do not effect your
grade point.
"I could be home watching 'Lucy'
reruns. What's really in this Jan. Term
for me?": Lots! First, tuition is really
low. You can pick up a unit for as little
as $70. Secondly, January Term is only
three weeks long and most courses are
on innovative class schedules, chances
are you can knock out a course in a
weekend. Thirdly, you can take as
many as three units, and if you take
Accounting, four units. And finally, if
you want to improve your G.P.A. to
rush or to graduate on time, there's
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Haunted House Celebrates 20th Anniversary
Allison Wagda
Feature Editor
The hallway was dark and eerily
silent. Someone in the front of the
group stifled a nervous giggle, while
someone else sneezed. All of a
sudden, a piercing scream rang out
from the rear of the group. A splitsecond flash of light revealed a bloodsoaked psychotic making his way
toward them. As he approached, the
hall became silent again, as there was
nowhere to run. Suddenly, the guide
opened up a door, leading away from
the psychotic. Everyone started
laughing, claiming they weren't really
scared, because after all, it wasn't real.
College students are too old to be
scared by a haunted house. Or are
they?
Pushing creativeness to the limit,
the residents of Southwest Hall are
once again putting together its best

ENROLL NOW FOR ONLY $1.00

CALL

951-3795

APPOINTMENT!

Located Across

FOR AN

The haunted house was first
started in 1972. Since 1988 over two
thousand guests have been frightened
on Halloween. The attendance has
been increasing yearly, from 500
guests in 1988 to 600 guests in 1991.
The increase is credited to better
planning and dedication among the
students and staff.
This year, organization began in
early September at hall meetings.
Committees were formed and themes
were thought out. As Halloween
approaches, the students are
organizing their costumes and
deciding how to decorate everything.
Five sections of the dorm will actually
be used, but many of the other
residents are involved. All of the
construction of the haunted house
will begin the night before and
continue throughout Halloween day.
Doors will open at 7 p.m. and the
last tour is at approximately 11 p.m.
Each tour will take between 10 and 15
minutes, beginning at the front
entrance of Southwest Hall. Come
early and be prepared to possibly wait
in line for as long as half an hour
Come experience the fun and terror
that only your fellow students could
conjure up.

Matthew Riley Neuenburg
From the home office in Selma, Calif., the raisin capital of the world, here
are the top ten reasons to vote this Tuesday on Election Day.
10. Hey, Madonna's gonna do it
9. The quicker you get 'em in, the quicker you can get 'em out.
8. It looks good on your resume.
7. Elect one, get one free. (Thanks for volunteering, Hilary)
6. You wanted to drink on Tuesday anyway.
5. Maybe Cindy Crawford votes at your poll.
4. Anything to get rid of those obnoxious, in-your-face, pretentious
MTV stars telling us to "Choose or Lose" when they wouldn't know head
cheese from their butt.
3. Millie doesn't like to move.
2. There will be milk and cookies afterwards.
And the number one reason to vote this Tuesday on Election Day...
1. It's a lot cheaper than a suicide machine.

"ALL-GREEK" SKI TRIP
L.A. Ski & Sun Tours
South Shore Lake Tahoe
Heavenly, Svuaw Valley, Kirkwood

nd Public Affair
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toto Editor
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effrey Warnock,
duction Staff
ary
isor

RHA (Residential Hall Association)
has donated $400 to help cover the
cost of costumes and decorations that
are not donated by sponsors. T-shirts
are also being sold for $10 apiece and
are available now. Although there is
no admission charge, a donation of
$1.00 is being asked for ages 14 and
up, and $.50 for those under 14 years

The Pacifican's Weekly Top Ten List

Your Membership is an Investment in YourHealth

•Aerobic Conditioning Class
•Hydroflt Water Exercise
•Silver Solarium Suntan Room
•Child Care
•Steam Room, Saunas,
•The "Back Court" Snack Bar
•Therapeutic Massage
•European Facials/Waxing
•Stairmasters
•Rowing Machines

effort to scare the students of UOP
and the Stockton community.
Halloween is quickly approaching,
and along with it is the annual
Southwest
Haunted
House.
Celebrating its 20th year, the students
and staff are using traditional and
new ideas to make this the best and
most imaginative event to date.
"It's the scariest damn production
since mentor seminar," said
Southwest resident assistant Randy
Thelen.
Past haunted houses have included
such themes as Indiana Jones and
Commando. Traditionally, each
house has also included sections with
torture chambers, psycho wards,
operating rooms and monster
chambers. Some of the possible ideas
for this year's include a natural
disaster section, crushing Indiana
Jones and many others.
To finance the event, Southwest is
mainly using hall funds. This year,

January 15-18,1993
$139 Includes:
* Three nights hotel/casino on the strip
in South Lake Tahoe
(for lakeside condos add $50)
* Two days lift tickes:
M A
Heavenly or Kirkwood and
m? / \
Squaw Valley U.S.A.
jrNs\
Optional 3rd day of sking for discount
M
\
* Roundtrip luxury bus available:
»
add $40 from Nor. Cal.
g A
t
add $60 from So. Cal.
m
1
* Ski races, gambling, happy hours,
#
NFL championships, discounts
on meals, rentals, etc.
* 7th Annual All-Greek Private Party at
Squaw's Gold Coast Lodge (on the Mtn.)
featuring Common Sense.
Dont be left out in the cold, join the other 3500 Greeks!

A

For more info contact your house representatives
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CROSS IHKCAMPUS

for a Speciai praIlia
Spring

"theat

Kathleen Brown
Guest Writer

Funds, Fantasies and
Future Focus

YOU WERE GREAT!

PwificBeacliklub
The newest and most
exciting sand volleyball
in Northern California.
Suds n Sand Tourney
every friday
Open Play-LeaguesTournaments
League Play begins
October 6

PIZZA
PASTA [?, SANDWICHES
441S Encifit Avenue • Stockton CA VS2U7 •

Memberships-Student
Discounts & Group
Rentals Available

4419 Pacific Ave

Seattle $15*
Hawaii $1^
San
Salvador $2^
London $50°
H°ng

Kong
Saigon

^75
$]'u"
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prama and Dance Open Their 68th Season With
Theatre Fea_st: A Banquet for the Imagination"
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'On the Air" is an evening of radio
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•lassie stories presented by a company
(fplayers. Performances will be
htoadcast live over KUOP as they are
resented for an audience in Long
Theatre. Each evening will include
music by UOP Conservatory artists,
poetry, play adaptations, special
Ls and surprises. "On the Air" is
directed by Scott Eckern and plays
November 5, 12 and 19 at 8 p.m. and
Nov. 22 at 6 p.m. Performances will
hein Long Theatre. All tickets are $4.
The cast is comprised of UOP
students Jenny Allan, Gordon
greschini, Tim Clauson, Dana
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West Coast Americana Paper Show, Main Gym, 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
International Halloween Party, George Wilson Hall, 9 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "ALIEN 3," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "THE SHINING," McCaffrey Theatre, Midnight

Sunday, November 1

is directed by William J. Wolak.
Performances are November 6, 7, 20
and 21 at 8 p.m. and November 8 at 2
p.m. in the DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre in the Drama Building.
Tickets are $8 for general admission
and $4 for all students, UOP staff and
senior citizens. Reservations are
recommended. The cast of UOP
students features Garett Gruber as
Peter and Ellen Hause as Rita. Other
cast members are Scott Alexander,
Hasan Asaad, Tim Clauson, David
Feldman, Kathleen Gabriel, Amy
Johnson, Meredith Mair, Aaron Smith
and Kimberly Sullivan.

®nt^e^r

cast

(from

leftt0

right) Ashley Graber, Gordon Breschini, Nicole Heimen, Michelle Gibson, Aaron Smith and

Pacific Dance Forum is a program
of dance works-in-progress presented
in an informal setting. In addition to
choreography by UOP students
Theresa Hamilton and Erin Eliassen,
this year's forum features four new
works choreographed by Drama and
Dance faculty member Penelope
McCalley. She is collaborating on a
fifth piece with Audree O'Connell of
the Conservatory of Music. The work
is done to a poem by Amy Lowell,
with an original score by Stan Beckler.
A highlight of this year's Forum is a
piece choreographed and performed
by guest artist Jess Saenz. Tickets are

University

Theatre feast:
!A banquet for the ImaginationI
-<Bitt Of fareUOP IDIRAMA AND DANCES "On t h e Air"
Radio Dramas, Music and Surprises
Scott Eckern, Director
November 5, 12, 19 at 8:00 p.m.
November 22 at 6:00 p.m.
LONG THEATRE
All Tickets $4.00

PRELUDE TO A KISS
A Comedy-Drama by Craig Lucas

William J. Wolak, Director
6, 7, 20, 21 at 8:00 p.m.
November 8 at 2:00 p.m.
DeMARCUS BROWN STUDIO THEATRE
General Admission $8.00
A,I Students, Senior Citizens and UOP Staff $4.00
November

$2. Reservations are recommended.
Pacific Dance Forum will be held in
the Dance Studio in the South
Campus Gym on November 13 and
14 at 8 p.m. and on November 15 at
2 p.m.
For ticket reservations call the
Department of Drama and Dance at
946-2116. Office hours are 9 a.m. to
12 p.m. and 1-5 p.m. weekdays.
Tickets go on sale October 22.
Reservations are recommended. The
Box Office is open one hour prior to
curtain for each performance.

UOP Alumni
Wayne Taylor Will
Perform With the
U.S. Navy Band
"Country Currents"
Chief musician Wayne C. Taylor,
emcee, lead vocalist and guitarist with
"Country Current," the U.S. Navy
Band's county-bluegrass group based
in Washington, D.C., will perform
with the group in Faye Spanos
Concert Hall on Wednesday, Nov. 4,
at 7:30 p.m.
Taylor is a 1982 graduate of UOP
where he completed a bachelor's
degree in music therapy. As a student
he sang with the jazz band, a cappela
choir and the concert choir under the
direction of Dr. William Dehning. He
also attended San Joaquin Delta
College from 1978-1980.
Taylor enlisted in the Navy in 1974
and completed recruit training at
Great Lakes, Illinois. Following an
assignment to Midway Island in
aviation maintenance, Taylor

(See Taylor, Page 12)
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November 13, 14 a. 8:00 p.m.
November 15 at 2:00 p.m.

DANCE STUDIO
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Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 a.m.
West Coast Americana Paper Show, Main Gym, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Protestant Worship, Morris Chapel, 11 a.m.
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "ALIEN 3," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Monday, November 2
Model United Nations Meeting, Bechtel Center, 8 p.m.
Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Senate Meeting, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.
Tuesday, November 3, ELECTION DAY, REMEMBER TO VOTE!
Cross Currents Lecture: "Empires Beyond Kingdoms: Culture and
Business in Southest Asia," Raymond Commons Room, 12 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "MEDITERRANEO," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
"Alternative Images," Morris Chapel, 9:30 p.m.

Wednesday, November 4
World on Wednesday: "Indian Democracy After the Cold War," Bechtel
Center, 12:30 p.m., featuring Glynn Wood, Dean, Monterey
Institute of International Studies
PRSSA Meeting, Knoles 210,6:30 p.m.
Recruiting Reception, Presidents' Room, 7 p.m.
-hosted by Career Services, open to all students
Lecture: "Graduate Schools in International Studies," George Wilson Hall,
3:30 p.m.
U.S. Navy Bluegrass Band, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 7:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "MEDITERRANEO," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Gay Association of Pacific (GAP) Meeting, Presidents' Room, 9 p.m.
-open to all students

Thursday, November 5
Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 12 p.m.
Theta Alpha Phi (Drama Fraternity), Green Rm.,
Drama Building, 12 p.m.
-open to all students
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister 108,5 p.m.
-open to all COP students
Drama Dept. presents "On the Air," Long Theatre, 6 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 6 p.m.
"Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
-an interdenominational worship service sponsored by
Youth for Christ
Student Recital: Jed Friesen, Percussion, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "LETHAL WEAPON 3," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

If there is something you would like listed in the new "Across the Campus
Events Schedule," please contact Mike Traina, Editor, at 946-2113.

Send The Pacifican
Your Campus
Events!
Third Floor, Hand
Hall
or call 946-2155

Works -ln-Progress

Penelope McCalley, Artistic Director
P

Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 12 p.m.
Theta Alpha Phi (Drama Fraternity), Green Rm.,
Drama Building, 12 p.m.
-open to all students
American Marketing Association Meeting, Weber 107,5 p.m.
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister 108,5 p.m.
-open to all COP students
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 6 p.m.
"Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
-an interdenominational worship service sponsored by
Youth for Christ
UPBEAT Film: "ALIEN 3," McCaffreyTheatre, 8 p.m.

Saturday, October 31

Heimen, Holly Morrison, Janet
Saunders, Riccardo Simental and
haron Smith.
"Prelude to a Kiss" is a highly
acdaimed comedy-drama by Craig
Lucas. Peter and Rita are intelligent
young professionals who meet at a
Manhattan party, fall in love and get
married in the usual way. But before
the honeymoon something very
unusual happens, and Peter's love for
Rita is challenged. On one level,
"Prelude to a Kiss" is a romantic fairy
tale and, on another level, it is an
adult fable in which Lucas ponders
the haunting repercussions of loving
atones own risk. "Prelude to a Kiss"

12)

Thursday, October 29

Interview Skills and Roleplay Interviewing, Career Center, 2-4 p.m.
Job Search Strategy Development, Career Center, 2-4 p.m.
Friday Forum, Bechtel Center, 3-5 p.m.
Chi Alpha Radical Reality Meeting, WPC 140,8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "ALIEN 3," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Halloween Costume Dance, Static Attic, McCaffrey Center, 9 p.m.-l a.m.

Clint Fleener.

I went to Le
r from founda^
-s at the Nation
using Executives.

Schedule of Campus Events

Friday, October 30

Deleray, Clint Fleener, Michelle
gibson, Ashley Graber, Nicole

B'sl"
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caCC946-211
UOP Conservatory alumni Wayne C.
Taylor will perform with the Navy
country & blue grass band in Faye Spanos
concert hall Wednesday, Nov. 4, at
7:30pm.

Lacrosse Posts First Win
Gus Corcoran
Staff Writer

UOP Lacrosse traveled to
Sacramento for its first tournament of
the 1992-93 season. The lacrosse
team this year boasts a 35-man squad,
despite the graduation of many senior
starters.
The games UOP plays in the fall
are used as an opportunity to get the
freshman players game time and
experience to prepare them for the
regular season in the spring. The
Tigers managed to get everyone of
their players into all three of the
games they competed in last Saturday.
That was a crucial learning experience
for the large number of rookie players
UOP has on its roster. It was
important that they got that playing
time because they gained confidence
that will be invaluable to the team in
the spring.
Homecoming weekend, the new
lacrosse squad took the field as a team
together for the first time, against the

UOP alumni. UOP lost 6-1, with its
only score coming on an early first
quarter goal by Gus Corcoran by way
of a brilliant assist from rookie Leon
Cerna. Coach Steve Trotter was
encouraged by the showing, and was
able to get a look at the new crop of
talent he has to work with in the
pressure situation of a game.
This last weekend, at the
Sacramento State tournament, UOP
played the Sacramento Old Boys
(SOB's), the Sac State Hornets, and
Cal Poly. UOP lost to the Old Boys,
as well as to Sac State, 7-4, after
relinquishing a lead, but beat last
years conference champions, Cal Poly,
5-3. Coach Trotter is optimistic and
enthusiastic about his team s
prospects this season after his team's
showing this weekend. He was
pleased with the play of his younger
athletes, especially in their loss to
conference rival Sac State. The Tigers
played tough and close, even though
Coaches Jeff Solvison and Juan
Marquez went as deep as the fourth
and fifth lines on their roster.

Things are looking promising for
UOP Lacrosse. They benefit from a
balanced mixture of veterans and
talented underclassmen. A great
many of the younger players, too
numerous to list, turned in spirited
and improved performances. Most
importantly, they learned and
adjusted rapidly as they received on
the job training" Saturday. The scores
on the day for the Tigers were: Travis
Gill, Jack Hammond, James Roberts,
and Gus Corcoran, each with two
goals apiece. Jeff Meeks, Chris Rooke,
and Sean Windell contributed with
invaluable assists.
Other encouraging efforts were
turned in by freshman defensemen
Andy Snaider and Garrin Royer and
midfielders Kevin Hui and Hazi
Goldman. Meanwhile, goalie Patrick
Corcoran kept UOP close in all of our
games.
Men's Lacrosse is still accepting
and encouraging walk-ons. UOP is
fielding a women's lacrosse team for
the first time, and are also still
welcoming players of all skill levels.

Field Hockey practices for one of the last times this season.
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Rogers Leads Tigers' Victory
^

Pacifican NBA Eastern Conference Preview

_

Stewart McDougall
Staff Writer

Strengths: "Never Nervous" Pervis
games at the Garden will ensure
Matt Neuenburg
Ellison
finally achieved NBA
second place in this mediocre
Last weekend, the UOP Field
notoriety
and
Harvey Grant can ably
division.
Staff Writer
Hockey
team had two games. The
Weaknesses: The team has to play back him up. There are a lot of
variables, like if Rex Chapman can first game was on Friday at University
It seems that whenever a team wins without Bird. Even though Parish
ever stay healthy, however you have to of California Berkeley and the other
a title these days, everyone begins to seems to play better every year and
was at UOP on Saturday against
wonder how long coach Wes Unseld
ask about returning to the McHale's out there with eggshells for
Stanford,
which was the last home
can bear to stay with this team.
championship the following year. ankles and still fighting for every
game. Friday's game ended in a 3-0
Weaknesses: The variables are all
The talk gets even bigger after rebound, beyond the starting five
that they have and odds are they loss for UOP, but Pacific rebounded
winning two titles in a row. The who's out there? Ed Pinckney and
won't be that good. The bench is in Saturday's game, winning 3-2 in
mystic word "threepeat" starts to fly (gulp) Joe Kline? Kline says it all for
among low standards even among overtime.
around and find itself in numerous weaknesses.
Friday's loss against Berkeley
expansion teams. Stick with the
3. New Jersey Nets
sports' columns across the country. It
brought
the Tigers' record to 0-3 for
Strengths: A young team with a lot Redskins, Washington fans.
came around four years ago for the
the regular season against Berkeley.
—Central Division—
of potential and finally a coach who
Lakers. It was mentioned more than
Berkeley started the game off strong
1. Chicago Bulls
once two years ago for the Pistons. can get it out of them. Chuck Daly
Strengths: Can you guess? Michael with a 2-0 lead, which stood until the
Now we find ourselves with two knows how to win and has plenty of
Jordan, Scottie Pippen, and Horace end of the first half. "We were playing
teams in the midst of a threepeat: experience in dealing with players
with attitudes (i.e. Pistons). If this Grant. Without these guys we're
Chicago and Duke. Duke is a good
talking about a sparring partner for
team with a great coach, but let's talk self-destructive team made it to the
the Minnesota Timberwolves. There's
about the men of the game for awhile. play-offs by accident last year, they
not a more effective three-man unit
Does Chicago have the ability to can only improve over Daly.
in the NBA. They are still the team to
Weaknesses:
Can
you
say
Chris
accomplish what no other team has in
beat.
Dudley? At least Kline can make free
25 years? Not really, but they could
Weaknesses: Some would say
get lucky. I don't think they will throws. Kenny Anderson only got
they're
the only three-man unit in the
though. Unlike last year, there are maybe five minutes of playing time all
NBA, because everyone else plays as a
some real teams that could put and last season and Derrick Coleman
team. Jordan will always get his 30
wouldn't
even
go
in
for
five.
If
the
end to the bullying ways of Chicago,
points, it's just a matter if Pippen
'tudes
come
up
against
Daly,
expect
and if history repeats itself, they will.
decides
to play as to whether they'll
some major changes, and I don't
win.
An
injury to any one of the three
mean with the coaching staff.
Eastern Conference
would be the end of the "threepeat"
4. Philadelphia 76ers
Atlantic Division—
talk.
Strengths:
New
coach.
New
Central
PREDICTED FINISH
2. Cleveland Cavaliers
players.
Division
Strengths:
They have a solid
Weaknesses:
New
coach.
New
1. New York Knicks
8.5X11
starting
five,
a
solid
bench and a solid
players. Doug Moe is the perfect
1. Chicago Bulls
coach if you want to reach .500 for 10 coach.
2. Boston Celtics
UOP
Weaknesses: They have all that
years and never move away in either
2. Cleveland Cavaliers
BOOKSTORE
direction from that, but if you want to and still don't have a point. Give
3. New Jersey Nets
get it done, this isn't the man. With these guys a life, please. Are they "bad
3. Detroit Pistons
Jeff Hornacek, Andrew Lang and Tim boys," "run-n-gunners," "finesse," or
4. Philadelphia 76ers
Perry they'll win more games than what? Until then, they'll be the third
4. Charlotte Hornets
with just Barkley, yet they won't be as best team in the East, but that's about
5. Miami Heat
as impressive as giving a shinny nickle
fun.
5. Indiana Pacers
to your kid brother. Note to Danny
5.
Miami
Heat
6. Orlando Magic
Ferry, at least Chris Dudley can make
Strengths:
Some
of
the
best
young
6. Atlanta Hawks
off-guard/small forewards in the it to the free throw line.
7. Washington Bullets
3. Detroit Pistons
league are in Miami. Glen Rice,
7. Milwaukee Bucks
Strengths:
Dennis Rodman
Willie Burton, Steve Smith, and now
—Atlantic Division—
Harold Miner (watch him rebounds like no one else, so anytime
1. New York Knicks
an opponent has an off-night
Strengths: Patrick Ewing and the explode) are just a few. John Salley's
shooting,
it's another win for Detroit.
presence
is
a
great
asset
to
a
boys have a new friend in recently
Joe
Dumars
and Isaiah Thomas are
diminishing
Rony
Seikaly.
The
other
acquired guard Rolando Blackman.
The roster is otherwise intact from expansion teams are just following still an impressive backcourt.
Weaknesses: Detroit's bench use to
last year's war with Chicago. If Pat the smoke from the Heat.
Weaknesses: Seikaly has forever
be its strength. Now it's a liability.
Riley can keep the players focused
been showing signs of improvement Without Salley the Pistons seem out
and at the playing level they can
reach, this is the team that will stop that fail to ever aspire. Salley will help of focus and vulnerable to most
him, but he has to help himself. teams, however this team still knows
Chicago in the East.
Weaknesses: The team has the Seikaly is proof that you don't teach how to win, which will make the
ability to use poor shot selection often rebounding.
difference with an unsure opponent.
6. Orlando Magic
and disappear like they were never
4. Charlotte Hornets
Strengths: Shaquille O'Neal, Nick
there. Any team that could blow an
Strengths: Kendall Gill, Larry
eight game lead in two weeks to the Anderson and Dennis Scott.
Johnson, and now Alonzo Mourning
Weaknesses: Everyone else? Okay, joining J.R. Reid are an impressive
Larry Birdless Celtics is not without
Shaq's in town, but who's going to nucleus and one that will blossom for
flaws.
dish it to him and without Scott years to come. They have four solid
2. Boston Celtics
Strengths: The team learned to what's to stop him from being triple starting players.
play without Larry Bird last year. The teamed? He may just dominate the
Weaknesses: No point guard.
formidable duo of Robert Parish and game of the NBA like so many Muggsy Bogues is an incredible
Kevin McHale are still around and predict, but not this season, and not player, but not a proven floor leader,
with exciting fresh faces like Dee for another three years.
and without that any team's in for a
Brown, Kevin Gamble, and most of
long season.
all Reggie Lewis. Celtic pride and 41
7. Washington Bullets
(See NBA, Page 12)

. , • .,
;*c
against a team which had just lost its
last game which made them losethe
national ranking," said Coach Carla
Konet, "so we were playing against a
high level team which was very
hungry for a win." Berkeley scored
again in the second half to make it a
3-0 final. " We just weren't passing
well or communicating. We just kept
hitting the ball up the field to the
other teams players," said Phyllis
Rogers.
Saturday's game against Stanford
wrapped up the home game schedule
for UOP. In the first half Janel Wing
scored for UOP and Stanford also
scored to make it a 1-1 game at half.
In the second half, Stanford scored
first, but the then Rogers scored for
UOP to put the game into overtime

FOOTBALL

The days are getting
^ weather is getting c
with a 2-2 score. "It was ia greatJr that mean? It me
•because there was a lot of people. doeS ff time for flag foot
upru
m np4 „„
and we very nn
pumped
up .nlay-°
t0 j?lay"' u season has
because it was our last home J°ot
with the com
suCceSS
said Rogers. Rogers scored,
'
ver^^
winning goal for UOP with 10;l(,The
standings held t
in overtime to make it a---4
3-2 win.
t
aa
few
win. , :jus
i"
ust
was; one of the best games offer
of Br'1..fortunately,
we do i
for us,"
us,' said Konet. "Weexecuted, n°„ffc finished at
good
passing.
».P ^
had
- . . * .J' l publication. However,
communication and played had,
,;ii he in the finals
wh°
This
was
the
last
h^
game." This was the last home^ teams got into ,U„
the
for Janel Wing, Laura Young, 1
Rogers, Angela Teran and Kris6 A.LEAGUE
Chiaramonte who are all seniors The semi-finals pla
Yearneh against Archan
This weekend, UOP willh inst G D-I.
Michigan for three games agar b the Archania-Phi
Boston College, Michigan andl^^ to he over early.
State.

just t0o quick and too
the defending A-league
Delt did have a good d<
They were able to put
Archania quarterback,
thanks to the relentle
Warren Tom.
I But in the end Archa
touchdowns to Phi De
So we will crown a r
cha
champion this year.
The SAE-GDI garr
'erything. SAE came
favr
ivored, but GDI wou
At the half GDI led tf
nothing on a punt re
first possession of the i
GDI, center Robert H<
the snap over the he;
Stott. It landed in the
^ety. GDI-6, SAE-2.
I All day SAE drove
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Umen's Volleyball Falls To Stanford
match. Pacific stayed with Stanford

, :•) v

g3me and
then Sta TT °*
en Stanford seemed to pull away
7
and win.

Tuesday the UOP Women's
jr,, team played one of its most
matches of the year against
lyjofStanfbrd
r Tigers had been preparing for
tch f°r

Past several weeks,
_ ^^fortunately their efforts were
h LtfsftJ- With an attendance of
^OO fans, Pacific was defeated
, games- The scores were 9-15,
1
j H-15. Despite the game
the Tigers played a great
I
the

PP B

After the 1:40 minute match was
over middle-blocker Charlotte
Johansson had accumulated 17 kills
and three digs. Johansson's hitting
percentage was .375. Outside-hitter
Vikki Simonis had 13 kills and eight
digs. Setter Lisa Johns made 47 assists
and 16 digs.
The key was that Stanford simply
out-blocked, out-hit and out-served
the Tigers. Assistant Coach Joe
Wortmann said, "Stanford has a more

potent offense than us." Stanford is
now 15-1, compared to UOP's 16-3
and that makes the difference
between Stanford being ranked
number two and UOP being ranked
number four.
The total individual statistics
leader for offense is Johansson who
has 220 kills so far and a hitting
percentage of .310. The leader for
defense is Natasha Soltysik who has
220 digs. The team hitting percentage
as of today is .233.
The Tigers will face Nevada-Reno
and Utah State this week which
should be two easy wins for Pacific.

Intramural Update
rid Perkins

B-LEAGUE

evening. This game, which was a
rematch of last year's final, was what
1 jiWnter
was expected from the beginning of
the year. These two teams are
fOOTBALL
awesome. To top off their talent,
Die days are getting shorter and
these teams have played together for
(weather is getting colder. What
two years, making them that much
was a great game L that mean? It means that it is
better. The stage was set. Norml drew
" Ue°ple there wtftime for flag football. The flag
first blood in this game with a Matt
'Ped up to vvi„ j tball season has been very
0
Vargo goal with nine minutes left in
last home game;
,;cessful, with the competition level
the first half. Bogorosso tied the game
iters scored the
and, at the half, the score was tied.
">P with 10:19 left The standings held true to form,
The second half look like a repeat of
1 it a 3-2 win. "ft
just a few surprises.
the first half. Norml again scored to
games of the year Unfortunately, we do not have the
put them on top 2-1. But, then one of
We executed well, play-offs finished at the time of
the key Norml players went down
sing'
good publication. However, we do know
with an injury. After this, Bogorosso
d played hard all do will be in the finals. This is how
scored two unanswered goals to
e last home game he teams got into their respective
defeat last year's champions. It was a
ra Young, Phyllis
shame that one team had to loose this
ills.
ran and Kristen VLEAGUE
game, as both teams were very equal
re all seniors this The semi-finals placed rival Phi
in talent.
The co-rec playoffs were also very
Jtlt against Archania and SAE
UOP will be in
exciting.
In the first round things did
fiinst G.D.I.
e games against In the Archania-Phi Delt game it
not go as expected. The Free Agents,
chigan and Kent eemed to be over early. Archania was
who were 2-3 in the regular season,
defeated John B 7-3. This was a huge
lit too quick and too prepared for
upset as John B was undefeated on
it defending A-league champs. Phi
I)j,e yea£. The Free Agent goals were
ill did have a good defensive game,
scored by Greg Lockwood, Dave
ley were able to put pressure on
Perkins (2) Noel Matten and Jonny
hchania quarterback, Jon Douglas,
Campbell (2).
links to the relentless pursuit of
The other first-round games had
ten Tom.
the undefeated Innominants vs Jesse
in the end Archania, with three
B. The final was 9-2, with goals by
tohdowns to Phi Delt's goose egg.
Anne Cover, Sue Hebel and Dave
We will crown a new A-league
Brandt.
unpion this year.
The last first-round game was the
The SAE-GDI game was full of
best. Worst Nightmare took on Grace.
toything. SAE came into the game
After the regulation 40 minutes, there
ted, but GDI would not give in.
was no winner. The result was a
^ the half GDI led the game six to
sudden death over time period of five
ping on a punt return. On the
minutes. Again, no winner. Another
possession of the second half for
five-minute period was played. With
• center Robert Hector launched
two minutes expired Worst
''"snap over the head of the Bret
Nightmare won the game.
St»K. It landed in the endzone for a
walked away with the victory.
The semi-finals took place last
Now that the firSt r°
W3S
%GDI-6 SAE 2
Tuesday. Innominants received a bye
^y SAE drove the ball deep
complete, the semi's took place
while Worst Nightmare played the
IJt0 GDI territory, but they were
Because of their #1 ranking, Bunch
Free Agents. The game ended with a
fed off twice in the endzone. The
Guys receives a bye.
Worst
Nightmare victory of 3-1.
Ilst
minutes were the most
The Priapismics and Z p Pac
The final was what was expected.
JClt'ng that have taken place all year,
played in the only game,
Innominants (second year PT) vs
had the ball on their own 20
place on Sunday at Broks de Tft
Worst Nightmare (first year PT). The
frd'ine. They drove down to the
Priaprismics earned a place m the
final was Innominats 3 and
final with a 21-13 victory. The B
seven. Their drive stopped there.
Nightmare 1. These two teams were
league game will be the most exciting
, ' had the ball back, but like they
terrific throughout the year and
in years.
1(ja" day, their offense sputtered
deserved to be in the final game.
INDOOR SOCCER
""'had to punt.
Congratulations
to
the
Along with football, the soccer
j t h r e e m i n u t e s l e f t SAE was
Innominants and Bogorosso. We
season has come to an end This year
Jlv'ng, quarterback Mike Valencia
enjoyed the season very much and
was a very successful and exciting.
111 ^ ball in from the twenty yard
hope to see you all later this year.
There were two leagues; co- rec an
^'but the touchdown was called
VOLLEYBALL
men's.
.
, ,
The volleyball season is upon us.
,'C due to a inadvertent whistle by
The men's play-off picture had
'official on the opposite side of the
Play started on Sunday. The format is
Bogorosso playing The Blazers, and
jh Could this bad call by the
four person and six person co-rec.
Norml vs. Jungle Fever. The co-rec
The four-person team can consist of
,lClal stop SAE from facing
rounds. First round games
cilania in the final?
./""«a
With just 15
m
had two .
Worst four men, four women, or any mix of
men and women. The co-rec has six
people on the court (three men and
BW
for
some
three women) and has some special
GDI „
unknown reason
vs. Jo
^ ^ ^ yery exclting

>

3

Unlike the A-league, B-league has
two round of play-offs. The firstround games pitted top rated Bunch
of Guys against The Quiet Psychos,
The Priapismics played The
Biofizzers, and Zip Pac faced The Phi
Delta Bruisers.
The Bunch of Guys vs. Quiet
Psychos match was what everyone
expected; a fairly easy game. All year
the Bunch of Guys have pounded
their opponents; this game was no
different.
Butch Cain, the Guys quarterback,
led his team to another impressive
victory. The final score was 42-6. The
Guys look tough. Their offense could
rival A league teams, due to the
receiving talents of R.G. McGann,
Troy Reeves, and Melvin Johnson.
But, their defense is also first rate with
the average point output against
being seven points per game. Their
defense is led by the pass rush of Thor
Harrison and Dave Perkins.
The other B-league team that look
great is the Priapismics. They have
lost only one game dyring the regular
season; that being to the Bunch of
Guys.
The second-year pharm boys
defeated their school mates, first-year
pharm, 21-13. The thing that this
team has that no other B-team has is
offensive precision. These guys have
played together for two years, and it
shows. Their passes and routs are
right on the money. Their only
weakness is their defense.
The final first-round game had Zip
Pac defeating Phi Delta Bruisers. The
final score was 19-14. Phi Delt made
this game closer than many thought it
would be. But in the end Zip Pac

RE

ster

iter

Put the ball in the air. As if some
was looking out for SAE,
tave back Chris Cuttone pick the
°ff on the 15, with 10 second
fining On the next play SAE
j red. The 8-6 victory will place
the finals.
e
'^ ^nal will pit the two biggest
4m °n campus.
This should be an
r
ato-r
° 8ettable game. Their only
"tai
Ctlrtr, J
during the year was an
a n i a v i c t o r y . 1 3 - 1 2 was the score
t
^t second bomb by Archania.
ler being

%

Bogorosso handed

anc comp^ ^ ^

defeat_ The

Blazers

did much better in this match than

rules.
There are 40 teams in this sport
this year. 23 co-rec and 17 fourperson teams. The play looks great

the other
game
Jungle fever.
Bogorosso
was 5'°- ? n,ret in the final.
and Norml «i»ments the

this year.
Also, the new gym floor and
retractable basketball boards, add
something to the play this year. The
games are held in the main gym;
Sunday through Thursday from 7 to
11 p.m. Come by and see some of the

^"^1took place on Sunday

action.

^But^even^their best effort was not
defeat this tough team. In
enough to
. . i
sem'^"^^^this

Water Polo Thrashes Davis
Kriste Roelofs
Staff Writer

T

he UOP Water Polo Team felt
no need to hold back against
UC Davis last Wednesday,
beating the Aggies 15-4 at Davis.
Pacific won convincingly in their
initial match earlier this season by a
10-4 margin at home. The victory
over UC Davis brings the Tigers to
an 8-6 record for the season.
The relentless attack against the
Aggies was led by junior Boyd
Lachance pouring in four goals, and
freshman Brad Schumacher who
had a season-high of five points.
Sophomores Rey Rivera and Darren
Baldwin counted for a total of three
goals each.
"The threat and the mismatch
between Baldwin and Rivera and
their defenders created a situation
where Davis had to hold back, and
that gave Lachance and Schumacher
good scoring opportunities,"
observed Head Coach John Tanner.
Sophomore goalie
Colin
Wenstrand protected the Tiger
territory with nine saves. "He played
a great game, I think his best game,
so far this year," said Tanner. "He
had a lot to do with the win," said
Lachance.
"The game was a blow out from
the beginning," said Baldwin. "It
really shows how much better we
have become." According to
Schumacher, "We played well as a
team and that is key to winning
games. Against Davis we were able
to take care of business and really
stick to the game plan."
While the Tigers were working
well together, Davis experienced a
multitude of problems. According
to Tanner, they had two main

weaknesses that allowed Pacific to
capitalize. "Since we play a zone
defense best, it forced "them to try to
beat us from the outside. They don't
shoot the ball very well from the
outside and this played right into our
strategy," said Tanner. "Their other
weakness is they don't have anyone
like Maroney to play two-meter
defense and this presented problems
for them because they didn't have
anyone nearly as talented or
experienced. This led to them taking
chances on defense, and Schumacher
and Lachance both scored two goals
each when Davis was gambling on
trying to take away shots from
Baldwin and Rivera."
Other contributors on the attack
were by senior Mike Maroney,
freshman Matt Kipp and freshman
Jim Wyle, with a goal tossed in by
each.
The Tigers were also assisted by
junior Brent Layng, freshman Mike
Thue and freshman Eddie Hoomalu.
"Thue was able to come in and play
strong, and that can be difficult when
you are pulled off the bench," said
teammate Maroney.
Kipp continued to make
impressive contributions throughout
the season.
"He played very well in this match.
Kipp really has adapted well and
coming from high school that can be
a big responsibility," said Lachance.
First-year assistant coach Eric Sharar
said, "He has been a really surprising
player and has played better than we
had expected, which is great to see."
Sharar is in a year of transition
from player to coach. He ran out of
eligibility last year, after playing at
Modesto Junior College and UOP. "I
find it harder being a coach. You have
to resist the desire to jump in and
help out, but there are different

rewards when you're part of the
coaching staff," said Sharar.
Earlier in the season Pacific blew
away Santa Clara 14-6 at the
Northern Calif. Tournament. The
Tigers will be looking for another
victory in their rematch Thursday at
Santa Clara. "They are playing at
the same level as Davis," said
Tanner. "If we can play well, we
should be able to beat them."
Team enthusiasm is running
rampant for the Friday-night match
against the California Golden Bears
at Berkeley.
"ft will be a tough game, but we
are looking forward to it," said
Baldwin. Coach Tanner agrees the
game will be a challenge. "We will
try to make them adjust to what we
want to accomplish. This includes
forcing them to shoot from where
we want them to shoot and creating
opportunities for our offensive
players," said Tanner.
Optimism is shared by Maroney
who said, "if we stick to coach
Tanner's game plan, I think we will
have a real shot at handing them a
defeat. I feel we will present
ourselves well and have a good
showing, which is important
because we want to be viewed as a
contender."
The Tiger determination to win
is definitely apparent. "Hopefully
we can pull a win out of it, but it
will require everyone to have their
best game of the season," said
Schumacher.
"One thing that must be there is
the intensity from the moment we
leave until the buzzer sounds at the
end of the fourth period."
"This will be a really good
opportunity for UOP students to
watch water polo, it is more than
just a game when #1 ranked CAL
faces #9 ranked UOP."
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PORT,
Tigers Show Promise
Allie McHugh
Sports Editor

Nathan Young. Playing Saf
had 10 solo tackles, 12 toJ\
showed no fear, as he admj. 1
jarring hits. Cunnigan had 1$
tackles, while Shawn prj ^
Rogers and Dominic Kaa^l
had at least seven tackles each
It was not until the fourth |
that the defense gave up bigyJ
the end of the third quarter, it j
0 Huskies, with all the scoring J
off of drives of 35 yards 0r y
defense was holding tough, J
offense was trying hard tom.

Dave Karthauser tackles Napoleon Kaufman.

Eric Bengston

Travel
S i Allie McHugh
Sports Editor
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Duane Thomas intercepts a pass from Washington.
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Tigers Hang Tough
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Sports Editor
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each.

play which is seen by Carter on that
side of the line, while playing the best
game of his Pacific.
Another impressive game was
played by safety Nathan Young.
Starting for the injured Jeff Russell,
Young had 10 tackles, leading the
team, and laid some vicious tackles
on the Husky players. In one instance,
Young took a 15 yard head of steam
and hit a Washington wide receiver,
sending the Husky into a 360 degree
mid-air spin. Young and Cox showed
a lot of desire in the game, showing
that they were not intimidated by the
bigger, stronger, Husky lineman.

for the Tigers, catching eight passes
for 124 yards. Turner had many good
runs after he caught his passes,
reminding me of his dominant play of
last year. I feel that Turner showed
many people that he still has the
desire to perform, and he showed
that, breaking tackles and utilizing his
speed. Ryan Benjamin, who averages
221 total yards a game, was held to 84
yards rushing and 143 total yards. He
had some good runs, with his longest
17 yards. Kale Wedemeyer also stood
out, gaining 89 yards, on only three
catches. He also scored Pacific's lone
touchdown, a 43 yard pass from
Kopp.

t was like David and Goliath, or
Reagan and Mondale, yet it was
different. The Tigers did not
' "P bi8 Mr**
knock off the Huskies like David, or
l"ar,"-.i.v«,f
e scoring
co
disappear like Mondale. What the
ards or
players did do was play their hearts
h
whil
out
and play one of the best games of
'°7 ' «tk
rd to mo|
the
year.
We should all be proud of
ve
our team, because they played the No.
r°Pened
UDu.,
1 team in the nation better and
tougher than any other non'
was downed
conference team this year.
When I arrived at Husky Stadium,
gton's threeI was probably just as nervous as the
,lsive line pushed
team. This game was the true test of
Offense Plays Well Against Tope' as Washingt „
0
The Pacific Football Program
my reporting talents, and helped me rated Defense.
ouchdownaS
C
Was
If the Washington game did
The
Pacific
offense
has
had
many
learn
a
lot
about
what
and
what
not
'
°bvi0usl
anything
for the Pacific Football team,
problems
this
year,
turning
the
ball
to
do.
Once
the
game
started
I
"e. and cameata
it
helped
the
Tigers learn about what
over
excessively
and
making
many
became
more
relaxed,
as
I
saw
my
lc defense Wu
team play very well. Surrounded by mistakes. On Saturday, even though they are doing right and wrong. This
70,000 people, the Tigers played right the unit was held to seven points, the game was the biggest in Pacific's
la'ly scored „
with the Huskies, until two long offense played well against a strong history, and I feel the Tigers played
Y K°PP hit Kale
|drives in the fourth quarter wore the defense. The offense rattled out 315 beyond everyone's expectations.
yard pass. Kopn
defense down. There were many yards in total offense, out-passing the There are many people in this
;l Slnce his anldj
•< important plays in this game which Huskies by 131 yards. Dave Henigan institution who would say that the
ive passes on 15
g had a big effect on the football and Troy Kopp played intermittent Tigers got blown out, like every other
yards and an
00 program at Pacific.
offensive series, driving the Tigers team who have played the Huskies. If
Henigan played
Last year, the defense had many down into field-goal range three those people want to say that to me,
1 the game at
problems, giving up many points and times in the first quarter. they don't have to, because I will
the Tigers,
even more yards. In 1992, the defense Unfortunately, Eddie Ausherman answer their questions right now. I
ion 18 attempts,
has kept the Tigers in almost all of its could not connect on his kicks, with have never seen this football team
ige 12)
play like it did against the Huskies.
games, and has grown into its own. two of them measuring 45 yards or
The Tigers defense will have at least more. The offense had good drives, There was so much heart and desire
to play well in the Tigers on Saturday,
but killed themselves with penalties.
eight starters coming back next year,
and they were rewarded with kudos
The
Tigers
were
penalized
11
times
which should lead to more
improvement. The defense has the for 78 yards, with the majority being from Washington players, coaches
depth which is needed for any team to false starts by the offensive line. The and fans. I am proud of the team and
win, and maybe next year, the unit Washington defensive lineman moved how they played and as a university,
bicBengston sacks Washington's Mark Brunell.
could get national notoriety. A perfect a lot prior to the snap, which could you should also. It takes a lot to take
example of the Tigers depth on have caused the Tigers' line to move on the No. 1 team in the nation and
day was watching "Basic Instinct" in
because I had no reason to be up that
defense is Bill Cox. When Grant early, in order to pick up the men. not be intimidated by them. The
the
hotel
room.
I
had
seen
it,
but
early. He and his guests talked about
Carter went out of the game in the Overall, the offensive line gave Tigers played the game of the year
and have a lot to be happy about.
and made fun of Ross Perot, George Scott had not, so we watched it. We second half with a knee injury, Cox Henigan and Kopp a lot of time to
Bush, Rush Limbaugh and Modesto. later learned that the people on the filled in beautifully. He had seven pass the ball, yielding only four sacks After the game I saw the players, and
Allie McHugh
to the best defensive line in the there were many smiles on their faces.
The show also featured another San .football team watched the movie. No
tackles in the second half and also
-wonder-they
were
so
happy
when
If you think about the football team
Sports Editor
recovered
a
fumble.
More country.
Francisco favorite^ female fighting. H
(See Tigers Hang, Page 12)
they
left
for
the
garrfe.
Aaron Turner played a good game
importantly, Cox kept up the level of
found myself laughing at the whole
I fWlL
t's 5:45 in the morning and 1 am
On
Saturday
morning,
we
arrived
thing. It was better entertainment
rolling out of bed thinking to
than talking to Scott the whole time. at Husky Stadium two hours before
myself, why am I up so early?
game time and headed straight for the
Ihen 1 remember, this is the day At 8:15, we reached SFO and went to
field. The overcast sky and light rain,
the gate.
Aich I travel to Seattle, with Scott
which
got considerably worse
As we arrived at gate 15, for our
Merson, to watch the Pacific
MarkAir flight number 309, the throughout the first half, were the
football team take on the Washington
football team was just getting on its perfect setting for an upset, but it did
Huskies. After a long shower, the
flight. The team left almost an hour not happen. For me, the best thing
fane rings. It is Scott, wondering if I
before Scott and I, and they looked a about pre-game was helping punter
® up yet. I tell him yes, as my
Tony Nordbeck warm up. Standing in
little tired. As the team left, Scott and
^orite Metallica song blares in the
I grabbed a quick grind (food), the middle of Husky Stadium, with
fakground. This was the start of the
the wind blowing in my face and the
smoked our last cigarette and headed
%est weekend of sports coverage
rain coming down, I felt powerful.
to our flight. Of course the flight was
fat I would take part in while at
The game was a great experience
delayed, but after a short wait, we
faific.
for Scott and me. We took pictures
were on our way.
At 6:20,1 head out of my dorm, yes
When we arrived in Seattle, Scott s and just felt the aura of being
•fan, not residence hall, and wait for
surrounded by 70,000 people. After
twin sister, Brooke, met us at the
fa tide. Scott pulls up five minutes
the game and post-game interviews,
airport. We were both tired and ready
far and we start our journey to San
Scott and I said our final good-bye to
to get to the hotel to drop off our
fancisco International Airport. The
the team, telling them it was a good
baggage. The Wyndham Garden
^ fan begins as Scott and I light our
game and that we were proud of
Hotel, located near the airport was
tst cigarettes of the journey. For me,
them. A1 and Brooke picked us up
our first destination. The team was
Tuesday and Thursday
*• .Mon., Wed., & Fri.
'ere is nothing like a Camel Light at
outside the stadium and took us for a
m
just finishing lunch, so we talked to
8:00am-9:5Qam
post-game beverage and appetizer.
3:30pm-4:50pm
^ fa the morning, especially
some of them and went to our room.
ecause nicotine is the breakfast of
On Saturday night, the four of us
The rest of the day, Scott and I went
thaimPions. The first 30 minutes of
went to FX McCrory's, a local Seattle
with Brooke and her, boyfriend,
Professor Arturo Ciraldez
Professor Deborah Rubin
handout, and watched the Blue Jays
J nde was all right, with a lot of
out
then headed
n8about the game and things we
'
.
hotel. After some win the World Series. After the game,
back to me
e 8°ing to do in Seattle. The true
a Canadian, who is still unknown,
interviews with key offensive and
bought the whole bar a round of
Attainment started when we tuned
defensive players, we were sent room
drinks, and we were very appreciative.
'Hive 105 for the "Alex Bennett" service from Jeffrey Weinberg, our
After FX, Scott, Al and I went back to
Editor-in-Chief. Thank you Jeff
(See Travel Log, Page 12)
'' fad been a while for me since I
The most exciting part of the first
^ heard Alex Bennett, especially
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The School of International Studies is proud to
announce the offering of the following special
topics and area studies courses f o r . . .

Spring 1993

SML 126
Reading & Discussion
on Luso-Brazilian
Literature

SHI 193
ST: Social History
of Africa

SIS 120
Japanese Culture & Society
Tuesday & Thursday
10:00am-11:50am
Professor Bruce LaBrack

SPO 193
ST: Political Development
Tuesday & Thursday
1:00pm-2:50pm
Professor Cortlandt Smith
layers enjoy a game of,cards ,he night before

go*-

SIS 193 ~~
f
ST: Twentieth-Century _
Latin American Revolutions
Tuesday & Thursday
8:00am-9:50am
Professor Joel Verner

>
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Hmong
(Continued from page 2)
cannot go out with friends or to
parties."
Vang's experience is unique
because she accomplished a lot in her
academic career in spite of the
seemingly oppressive views held
about women in her culture. I
believe I could have done more if my
family had been more supportive,
she said. "A woman's role in Laos is
that of a housewife. 1 hope to see
women able to become whatever they
want."
"We want to do well in school, get
a good job and please our American
friends,'" Her said as he summarized
the feelings of the student panelists.
"We also try to show our parents and
elders that we value and respect our
cultural heritage."
Following the presentation,
traditional foods and drinks were
served. UOP: A Rainbow of Cultures
will present a different culture
monthly to feature the diverse
cultural background of UOP
students.

Johnson protrayed Elvis in ai T.V.

NBA

Plan

movie. The bench looks really bleak.
Unless Deion Sanders can ma e
for basketball, it looks even bleaker.

(Continued From Page 8)

(Continued from5)
no better time or way to do it than
January Term.
"Who do I call if I have more
questions?": The folks at the Office of
Lifelong Learning coordinate January
Term. Call us at 946-2424 for dates
and fees, travel itineraries or just to
chat.
"What are some of the courses
offered?" I thought you'd never ask!
Travel:
Channel Island Natural History, 3
units
Italian Study Program, 3 units
Mining the West: Past and Present,

5. Indiana Pacers
Strengths: Reggie Miller, Chuck
Persons, and Detlef Schrempf are
incredible perimeter talents. They
can even slice inside when they need
to. They're most effective in the
transition game.
Weaknesses: These guys are nuts!
Their shot selection is choppier than a
ginsu knife. They throw more prayers
than a Sunday morning mass. Note
to the Pacers, it's a little tough to run a
transition game when there's no
rebounding.

3 units*
Biology:
Physiological Ecology, 3 units*
Business:
Principles of Financial Accounting,
4 units*
Job Search Made Simple, 1 unit
Succeeding in Your First Year on
the Job, 1 unit
Communicative Disorders:
Speech, Hearing, and Language
Problems in Children, 2 units
Communication:
Advertising Theory and Practice, 2

6. Atlanta Hawks
Strengths: Dominique Wilkins is
back and while he was away Rumeal
Robinson, Kevin Willis and Stacey
Augmon all improved. An interesting
starting five. It's still a strength that
Mike Fratello is no longer their coach.
Now if they could only get him off
NBC.
Weaknesses: Jon Koncak in the
middle is funnier than when Don

(Continued from page 10)

Hall
or call 946-2155

them. Even then they werent that
grand.
A reunited Arkansas
backcourt of Lee Mayberry and Todd
Day will be the only bright spots with
Blue Edwards on this team for awhile.
Weaknesses:
Milwaukee s
historically kind of been like the
Denver Nuggets of the East. In the
80's they were always around .500, but
never really frightening. Sure they d
pull a game out here and there, yet no
one would forget that they were just
average. Currently, they're at least
three years from being just average, so
I hope Dunleavy has enough Pepto
Bismol to prevent an ulcer.
(Next Week, "The Wild West and
The Mild West—NBA Western
Conference Preview")

pxTRA- EXTRA!
Read All About It!
UOP

Report Reveals U.

pour month, befor,

New York Times

I loser relations with 1
ttwork of European

Sacramento Bee
Sacramento Union
Modesto Bee
Stockton Record
Oakland Tribune

! uytechnology that,
* shied 1989 docun
Hussein'8 mil.tary

administration was b<
xhe document sh
tool-maker Matrix C
played a major role u
! operations. Pentagon
helped Iraq buy pa
supply
company.
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~
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T
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Bush and senior ]
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meeting c a l l e d t o d
could be used to cha
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UOP Bookstore

Books . . . and a whole lot more.
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

PROTESTANT WORSHIP SERVICE

MORRIS CHAPEL
"Room in the Kingdom for All"
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1
11:00

Lab Creates HI\

COLLEGE NIGHT

a.m.

CARLOS & LUIGI'S
2381 W March lane

Thursday October 29th

Special Drinks

Taking off for
the Holidays???

Travel Log

T?
frAm Q'OH
Extranv\/\rn^l
special from
8:00

(Continued From Page 11)
a condominium in Seattle to crash.
That's when the real fun began.
As the three of us were sleeping, we
were rudely awakened by Brooke,
Julie, the owner of the condo and
their friend Mary. They badgered us
to get up and party, but we were not
in the mood. I get very upset when I
am awakened, especially when I have
to get up at 5:15 a.m. to catch a seven
o'clock flight. Profanities among the
four of us kept us up for about thirty

to 9:00

Call now for great airline rates!!!
Ask for Christine, Cammi or Brent at:

7/<%
e

SEGALE TRAVEL SERVICE
2321 W. March Lane • Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 952-6606 -or- (800) 531-3734

PatvC6

singing contest

"Professionals in Travel for 57 years!!'

T

Representative

IB IS IB IB IB IS IB IB IE IB IE IK

Get the Bud Girls' Autographs!

minutes.

The final installment of our travel
log is the flight back. We left Seattle at
seven and still felt the effects of the
night before. But after a while, things
got back to normal and we were
doing fine. The only thing which was
different between the beginning and
end of this trip was our cigarette
smoking. On Sunday, going to the
airport, Al, Scott and I ruined
ourselves for the day with a ciggy at 6
a.m. Nothing like the breakfast of
champions to start your day off with a
smile and a cough. This ended our
last day in Seattle and the final
portion of the travel log. See Ya!

DISCOVER WHICH CAREERS FIT YOUR TALENT!!!
Setthe facts on 80GROWTHOCCUPATIONS.

FIND OUT Al OUT INTERE> -TNG CAREERSDON'T WASTE TIME IN A CAREER THAT
DOESN'TFn YOUR SKILLS ANDTALENTS!
ORDER NUMBER
OCCUPATI >N

Which career to choose has always been a dtii i-

Accountants & \udtlors

EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES OF A CA
REER WHICH OFFERS YOU THE BEST IN
COME AND AUV ANCEMENT POTENTIAL.

cult question But here is help. The new CA
REER REPORT SERIES has the information
you need to make the best decision for your
career search. Major changes have taken place in
our economy in the last 10 years and are still in
the making... CHOOSE A CAREER NOW that
has the best opportunities for INCOME PO
TENTIAL GROWTH and ADVANCEMENT

Chemical engineers
Ciicni.s's

tions, which according to the latest government
and private researches have the very best oppor
tunities for substantial growth during the coming

Computer operators

mates growth rate of 151! or more were chosen-

•Mi

Aircraft pilots
architects
Archivists & curators
r>b>i-iglcal scientists
Childnre workers
Chucpmctors

occupations which have estimated growth in

(Continued From Page 11)
and the game against Washington,
smile, because you will know how
they felt following the final gun. This
game was a stepping stone for Pacific
Football and its future. Let's hope the
future is as promising as last Saturday.

Aerospace engineers
Air traffic controllers
Aircraft mechanics

fpr the Nineties.
"Careers of the Nineties" lists over 80 occupa

10 years. Only occupations which have an esti

Tigers Hang

Actors, directors, producers
Actuaries
Administrative service mgrs.

Clinical laboratory tech.
Computer progtammers
Computer service technicians
Computer system analysts
Construction &• building inspectors

Construction ntgrs
Correction officers
Counselors

excess of 25% are shown in bold.

Dental assistants

Career reports are concise in briefing of a given occu-

Detectives

palion. They vary in length from approximately 4-12
pages. Each report gives the vital facts you need lo
have: .Job descriplion-Environment/working
conditions. Advancement
polenlial'Lates! salary

potential

"Growth

information-Training

requirements.All information is based on the latest
government and industry research.

ORDER NOW Only $9.00 per career report,
$7 .50 for ten or more

Designers

Dieticians & n itrltlonlsts
Electrical & electronic engineers
Employment interviewers
Engineering, science & data proc. managers
Engineering technicians
financial mgrs

Elight attendants

Geologists & g -ophysictsts
Graphic & fine artists

TOT

N«

Bookstore
is your
to the neo / world.
conne
following moior doily nerrspopers ore os close

the McCaffrey Center:

Unit*
Computers: Desktop Publishing,

1 unit
for 141 yards and no interceptions.
Culture:
Ancient Chinese Prose and Poetry,
Aaron Turner caught eight passes for
124, while Wedemeyer added 89 yards 1 unit
Language and Culture of Spain,
in receptions. Benjamin ended the
game with 87 yards, while Jesse Argentina, Chile, and Colombia, 2
Campbell had 15 yards on three units
Speak Mandarin, 1 unit
carries in limited action.
The game against the Huskies was
Read and Write in Chinese, 1 unit
good for the Tigers, as the team
Education:
gained respect and notoriety by the
Cooperative Discipline, 2 units
nation. The Tigers were 46 point
Classroom Management: Culture
underdogs, but played tough and and Curriculum, 1 unit
stayed in the game throughout. As a
Health:
result of the 31-7 win, Washington
Contemporary Issues in Health, 3
has dropped to No. 2 on the AP poll, units*
while the Tigers came home with a
History:
moral victory. Pacific has a well
Mining the West: Past and Present,
deserved bye weekend coming up, 3 units*
and returns to action at home, on
Music:
Nov. 7, against Fullerton State.
"Aida", 2 units
Analysis of Music Educator
Practices, 2 units*

Floor, Hantj

Third

units*
Gender and Communications, 1

Washington

£

send The Pacific^
Your Campus

7. Milwaukee Bucks
Strengths: Mike Dunleavy has
come home to stay and just in time to
re-vamp a team that has been going
nowhere since Dunleavy played for

LegJ

Inspectors SL compliance, officers
Labor relation specialist*
Lawyers
Legal assistants
Mgmt analysts & consu tants
Mktg & public relation: mgrs
Mathematicians
Mechanical engineers

Medical assistants
Meteorologists
Nurses, licensed
Nurses, registered
Nursing & psychiatric aides
Occupational therapists
Operations research analysts

ORDER NOW-Only

$9 00 per career report.
$7.50 for ten or more.

FIND OUT ABOUT INTERESTING CA
REERS DONT W ASTE TIME IN ACA
REER THAT DOESN T FIT YOUR SKILLS
ANDTALENTS!

r

Order no

ORDER FORM

Price

"1

Pharmacists

Physical therapists
Physicians
Physicians assistants
Physicists & astronomer s
Property & real estate

Psychologists
Radio & television announcers
Radiological technologists
Real estate agents &. brokers

Recreational therapists

Subtotal lor hems listed above
Postage $2 50 minimum or 10% ol
order on orders over $25 00

Reporters &. correspondents

Restaurant food service mgrs

Science technicians
Secretaries

1

Social workers
Stock broke, s & sccurlt!**- sales wrtr*
rk"'
Surgical technicians

TX residents: Add 8% ol total (sales lax)

Teachers, kinu. &,*,','»nen,arv
I cachcrs, secondary

Name

Underwrites

Cily

rfc„.

Tool programmers
Travel agents

Total
Money order

Address

Zip

Urbar. d, regional plir.pr**
,'«i«rinarlans

fVr||crs (.

Stale

ORDER NOW-IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Health service
mgrs
!men
Hotel mgrs A sdstants

Western Publishing

Industrial engineers

|

P.O. Box 441172
Houston, Texas 77244-1172

,
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